A PROJECTED BIBLIOGRAPHIA PHYSIOLOGICA*

BY JOHN F. FULTON,M.D.
AMONGBIBLIOPHILES and bibliophilic institutions there has been a growing interest in the art of bibliography. I refer deliberately to the "art"
rather than to the "science," because bibliography, like technical librarianship, cannot satisfy scholarly needs unless to the rule of thumb is added
the technique of making information available. This latter ability of
the successful bibliographer may merely involve a sense of artistic values
in typography; but it generally involves far more: especially the capacity
for brief annotation and interpretation. But far more important than all
these is the inescapable fact that a bibliographer, to discharge his responsibility adegaately, mast know what is in the book he is describing and
how it relates to the history of ideas in the field to which it belongs.
Without this special knowledge a bibliographer becomes merely a "bibliomechanic" or "bibliometrician"; he transcribes the title, often in unnecessary detail, he measures and counts the gatherings and the pages,
but without some knowledge of the contents of the book with which he
deals he can never win for himself the honorable title of "bibliographer."
I realize that there are many1 who do not share this opinion and
who, with the Oxford English Dictionary, proclaim that bibliography has
only to do with the description of the physical characteristics of a book,
never with the contents. Although this general definition has been quoted
by many distinguished bibliographers, they have by their published works
uniformly belied their own definition and they have belied it in direct
proportion to their distinction as bibliographers!
One can recognize two movements in modern bibliography, one the
the other the bibliography of spegrowth of the personal bibli~graphy,~
cial subjects. The personal bibliography has attracted somewhat wider
attention within the past few years-at least among bibliophiles-than
has subject bibliography. One can think of many distinguished examples,
particularly those gay and attractive bibliographies of Dr. Geoffrey Keynes
, ~ Thomas B r ~ w n eJane
, ~ AustenY5BlakeY6
of London, his John D ~ n n eSir
Hazlitt,? Pickering,s Harvey,Qand more recently John Evelyn.lo There
have also been many bibliographies of modern novelists, and poets. One
of the finest of the personal bibliographies is that of the sixteenth century
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surgeon, Ambroise Pare recently issued from the New York Academy
of Medicine by Miss Janet Doe.ll This is at once an accurate bibliography,
replete with useful detail, and at the same time, like those of Geoffrey
Keynes, it is a humanistic document, giving a wealth of information concerning the man, his work, his printers, and his historical contemporaries.
One also finds fair indication of the principal contents of the works described. The personal bibliography, when developed on lines such as
these, will continue to be well received and widely encouraged.
The subject bibliography is old, and yet in the modern humanistic
spirit of bibliography, it is something quite new. There have been subject
bibliographies since the days of the earliest printers, and certainly since
the time of Lecoqla and of those inveterate Dutch bibliographers, van
der Lindenx3and Cornelis i Beughem,14 who first classified the incunabula,15 issued separate bibliographies on history, physics, medicine, etc.
Dibdin referred to Beughem as a man of "wonderful mental elasticity."
Like Lecoq, he was a trail blazer, widely informed and versatile, his only
fault being that he attempted more than he could successfully execute.
In the eighteenth century also there were subject bibliographies, most
notable among them being the magnificent compilations of Albrecht von
Haller. These I have already described el~ewhere.~
In the nineteenth century there were many subject bibliographies dealing with art, science,
with bibliography itself, and with many other branches of learning, but
there were curiously few bibliographies of the larger branches of learning. There are still no bibliographies, for example, of geology, astronomy
or botany, and until the compilation of Riccardi16 there was nothing in
the field of mathematics. Electricity, as a special subject, early attracted
the attention of the bibliographers, and yet there is at the present time
no really adequate bibliography of electricity apart from those compiled
by a distinguished London bookseller. I am not forgetting the splendid
catalogue of the Wheeler gift collection in the Library of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers (New York) ,I7 but this is scarcely a
bibliography of electricity. The need for such a bibliography for bibliophilic purposes, adequately annotated from the standpoint of the history
of ideas, is keenly felt, not only among educators, but in every library
that makes a pretense of serving the public in these times of increased
historical consciousness.
This is not the place to stress the distinction between a catalogue
and a bibliography. There are, to be sure, many Bibliothece such as those
of Riccardi on Italian mathematics,16 and of Casey Wood on vertebrate
zoologyl%hich are akin to exhaustive bibliographies. A special Bibliotheca such as Riccardi's, may comprise a virtualIy complete collection of
a special subject. In this case the published catalogue becomes in fact
a bibliography. The proposal which I am about to describe has reference,
not to a Bibliotheca physioEogica such as the Osler Catalogue in the field
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of medicine,le but a Bibliographia physiologica. For nearly 20 years I
have been collecting the world literature of physiology. The collection is
extensive, but by no means complete. I do not expect to issue a catalogue
of the collection, but rather to make it the basis of a special bibliography
for which information will be gathered from every library that may have
relevant information. The project is therefore a much wider one than
would be embraced by a simple catalogue, and in thus venturing to lay
the plan before you, I am hoping to enlist your interest and cooperation,
as well as your constructive criticism. I would like to have free expression of opinion now or later through correspondence, of the plan both
in relation to its general scope and in regard to specific bibliographical
details.
GENERAL SCOPE

The functions of the human body have invited the attention of the
human mind since prehistoric times; phases of physiology such as the
gushing of a cut artery were portrayed in the art of several primitive
civilizations. The earliest written document of physiological import is
the Edwin Smith Papyrus. Here it was recorded that the pulse was counted
and from its rate and other characteristics the state of the health of the
individual inferred; the effects of cerebral and of spinal injury are also
described. Many other documents from ancient times might be cited in
connection with physiological history. In compiling a bibliography of
such material, especially of classical texts, the bibliographer must use the
art of selection. He obviously cannot list all the incunabula editions of
Pliny's Historia natzrralis, nor would it be judicious to give an exhaustive
bibliography of Galen's De zrsu partiurn. The modern student needs
rather information concerning the manuscript sources of these authors,
the editio princeps and the best modern critical texts and modern translations. It would, I repeat, serve no useful purpose to list the innumerable
editions of classical texts, especially when these editions add nothing to
the knowledge of the text itself. The attempt will be made, however, to
include the relevant works of every classical writer who has contributed
in any way to physiological knowledge. The list incidentally would be
a fairly long one, for it would include not only well known names, such
as Galen, Herophilus, Erasistratus, Aristotle, Celsus, etc., but many lesser
names, Paul of ZEgina, Etius and literary works such as those of Aristophanes, Homer, Horace and others, who incidentally recorded physiological facts of major significance. The original source will be given in
these instances with appropriate and brief annotation.
In approaching modern times we will find a varied list of names
from the Renaissance period, beginning with the army surgeons, Henri
de Mondeville, Guy de Chauliac, John of Vigo, and, of course, Ambroise
ParC, and in another sphere great names such as that of Leonardo da
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Vinci who first described the ventricles of the human brain, and who gave
the first accurate interpretation of the valves of the heart and their
function. Again, with such writers our bibliography would give the
editio princeps, with information concerning the manuscripts, where
these exist, and the best modern critical texts and translations.
In turning to the later period technical bibliographical descriptions
assume a much larger importance. Thus in dealing with the works of
Robert Boyle we must record the successive editions and refer to their
significant textual changes. A similar problem would arise in the case of
William Harvey. Obviously no one collector would ever be able to
bring together all the relevant information for the whole sphere of
physiology in a single personal collection. Information must be drawn
from widely different sources and it is for this reason that I wish to
enlist your active support.
SPECIFIC DETAILS

The details of the bibliographical entries can now be taken up and a
few words may be said concerning the scope of annotations.
The entry. How much is to be included in each citation? Will books
of all periods be treated similarly? These are questions which must be
settled and freely discussed before embarking upon such an enterprise.
Those who use bibliographical sources continuously soon become aware
of the virtues and shortcomings of a specific bibliography. The Bibliotheca
O s l e r i ~ ~ nfor
a , ~example,
~
admirable though it is in its unfailing accuracy,
fascinating annotations and original arrangement, is distracting to a
bibliophile in one particular respect, namely, that it does not include
pagination. There is no way of telling from a given entry in the Osler
catalogue whether one is dealing with a two-page pamphlet or a thousandpage treatise unless, as is often the case, it happens to be mentioned in
the annotation. This serious shortcoming in a great catalogue arose from
the f a d that a set of library rules was imposed on the editors against
their better judgment-the Bodleian Library had never indicated pagination in its catalogue and why therefore should Sir William Osler do
so in his? I mention this in a pointed manner to emphasize the hazard
of being limited by arbitrary rules. Members of the American Library
Association are also exposed to the dangers incident to working by rule
instead of principle, tending to be arbitrary and applying the same rules
to books published in the sixteenth century as to those of the nineteenth.
A special bibliographer covering the period from the fifteenth century
to the present time would easily fall into a similar error if he attempted
to treat books of widely different periods in the same manner. A few
general principles, however, may be set forth as a basis for discussion.
The entry will begin with the full name of the author, followed by
his dates, book titles need not be given in full, but all omissions in
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transcription will be accurately indicated, and the title transcribed in
sufficient detail: (i) to distinguish the book from any other with a
similar title; (ii) to indicate its contents as fully as possible. Then will
follow the publisher's place and name, date, size, and finally, the total
pagination; figures and plates, if any, are to be indicated after the manner of the Index catalogue of the Surgeon General's Ofice. Notes will
be appended in small print, in which the particular importance of the
book or paper in the history of physiology will be stated together with
other details of scientific and bibliograhical interest. Examples of such
entries are as follows:
ASELLI, Gasparo (d. 1626)
"De lactibus sive ladeis venis . . . Milan, G . B. Bidelli, 1627. 4 O :
4 Zl., 2 pl., 1 I., 2 pl., 3 Zl., 79 [I] pp., 4 11.
The announcement of the discovery of the lacteals. This, the first edition, contains
four colored plates, engraved title and engraved portrait of the author, both by
C. Bassano. The wnodcuts are in colored chiasoscuro, four colors being used; they
are the earliest anatomical illustrations printed in colors. The P copy is from the
Libraries of Pabri de PEIRESC and Jean Paul MARAT. At the foot of the historiated title-page is a peculiar and characteristic ownership mark of Nicolas Pabri de
Peiresc, the famous contemporary patron of science. This cachet was ddiberately
constructed to prevent imitation or erasure and it shows through the page; it was
identified by a previous French owner about the middle of the 19th century.

BOYLE, Robert (1627-91 )
"New experiments physico-mechanicall, touching the spring of the
air . . . made . . . in a new pneumatical engine. Oxford, H. Hall,
1660. 16 Il., 389 [l] pp. ("399," 90-99 omitted), ll., 1 pl.
In this, Boyle's first scientic work, he "proved that the air had weight and that
the film of this gas normally surrounding the earth would support a column of
29 in. of mercury; when compressed to half its volume, it supported a column twice
as high. Expressed in more general terms the volume occupied by the gas is
reciprocal of its pressure. This law, which still passes under Boyle's eponym, was
enunciated in 1662 in the second edition of his book; in the same work he tells
of many interesting experiments on animals in which he had found that, if a candle
were inserted along with a mouse in his exhaustion chamber, the mouse died and
the candle went out almost simultaneously as the air was gradually withdrawn. This
for the first time gave scientific proof of the statement made by Leonardo da Vinci
many years before, and it also proved that the animal and candle depended upon
the air itself, and that the two were not extinguished merely because of the accumulation of 'fulinginous vapours' incident to combustion."

SHERRINGTON, Charles Scott ( 1857- )
*The integrative action of the nervous system. (The Silliman Lectures.) N e w York, Charles Scribnev's Sons, 1906, mi, 41 1 pp.
The first edition and first issue of the great modern classic on the functions of the
nervous system, Sherrington's book has been described as the "De rnotu cordis" of
the nervous system, being comparable in importance with the great treatise of

* An asterisk preceding an entry indicates that the volume in question is possessed
by the compiler.

William Harvey. It has been 12 times reissued by Scribner's and the Yale Press,
each time with a new date on the title, but has never been revised, and the plates
are now (1938) worn out. It has been out of print since May, 1930.

Journal citations in the bibliography will be made in accordance
with the conventions used in A world list o f scientific periodicalsz0 which
is the only compilation giving all periodicals likely to be encountered in
a medical library or medical journal office.z1
Arrangement. After much thought it has seemed to me essential to
adhere strictly to an alphabetical arrangement, rather than to classify by
subjects or to adopt chronological sequence. Sir William Osler, as you
no doubt know, made a compromise in his catalogue,19 subdividing his
collection into several groups, one which he called Bibliotheca prima was
arranged chronologically. At a glance one could see the foremost names
in the order of their historical sequence. Lesser names were arranged
alphabetically in his Bibliotheca secanda. Other sections were Bibliotheca
litterarid, Bibliotheca historica, etc., and such subdivision has caused certain authors to appear in three or four sections of the catalogue, but
the difficulties incident to this arrangement were met by the inclusion of
a full index. For a bibliography such subdivision of materials seems undesirable. The works of a given author, when these are numerous, will
however be arranged in chronological sequence to allow one to scrutinize
the development of a particular individual's scientific ideas.
Typography. One of the foremost problems which confront the compiler of a bibliography is the choice and arrangement of type. In planning
a Bibliographia physiologica I have examined many bibliographical compendia and I should like to direct your attention to six samples. The
first is that of Cornelis van Beughem, Bibliographia medica et physica
movissima. This, as you will see from the illustration (Fig. I ) , is a
simple alphabetical list, rather uninspired typographically and with little
annotation. It is historically important because, as I have already indicated, this is one of the early subject bibliographies of medicine.
The next is a page from the remarkable bibliography of Riccardi's
Biblioteca matematica i t a l i ~ n a ,showing
~~
the full character of the
bibliographical descriptions, the excellent form of collation, and the
attractive choice of type for the annotations (Fig. 2 ) . The third example
is from the Osler catalogue,19an easily read page, attractive typographically, and a business-like production from the printer's standpoint, i.e.,
no waste space and annotations well set off from bibliographical entries
(Fig. 3 ) . An interesting contrast to the Osler catalogue is that of Casey
Wood's Introdaction to the literatare o f vertebrate zoologyls also printed
by the Oxford Press. No bold face has been used in the Osler format,
whereas it has been freely used in Casey Wood's (Fig. 4). There is no
doubt that the bold face helps the eye, but it seems somewhat too bold
in relation to the type face used for the entries. A sumptuous biblio-
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graphical format is that used by John Ferguson in his Bibliotheca
he mica,^^ but excellent though this bibliography is in so many respects,
book titles are given in unnecessary detail, and the ptintet has made an
unsuccessful attempt to use single and double columns on the same page
(Fig. 5). The major bibliographical entries are set up across the entire
page and the annotations follow below in double column. Few presentday printers could be persuaded to adopt such a compromise.
I come now to one of the least known, and, to me, one of the most
satisfactory bibliographical compilations ever issued. I have reference
to James Darling's Cyclopgdia bibliographica: A library manual of
theological and general literature, and guide to books for authors,
preachers, students and literary men. Analytical, bibliogvaphicd, and biogrdphical, published in London, in two volumes in 1854 and 1855.PS
A page from this great compilation is included in Fig. 6. The author's
name is given in bold face then follows a brief biographical account and
after that the principal writings which may also be annotated. Darling
occasionally gives pagination of shorter tracts, but not consistently.
The bibliography of physiology is so far only a project-and this
paper somewhat in the nature of a promissory note. I am not sure that
any of us will live to see it completed; but before anything happens to
any of you or to me, I want your counsel. Also when problems in the
bibliography of physiological literature come to your notice, I hope you
will not hesitate to write to me or to my librarian, Mrs. Peters. Such
enquiries will help greatly to extend the usefulness of the bibliography.
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